Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we've to get a new car i hope we get a truck

2. do we have home work tonight askd sydney

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.
   misprinted _________ strongest_________ disagree _________

4. Create a sentence using the suffix able.

5. Write the possessive form of the words below.
   frogs __________ sister __________ mouse __________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. these broken wagon wuz worthful

2. do you want chicken do you want pizza

3. Create a sentence using the comparative suffix est.

4. Write the correct contraction for the words below.
   we would __________ I have _________ should not __________

5. Which word means being lazy?
   lazyful lazier lazyness laziness
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the cat slowy walxt a cross the Street

2. maverick and landon likes play foot ball

3. Circle the subject. Underline the predicate.
   Mrs. Dilliner's class went on a fieldtrip

4. Write a sentence using a question mark and quotation marks.

5. Circle the adverbs below.
   happy    calmly    bigger    gently    slowly    kindness

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. has you been to nixa missouri asked mrs. howard

2. the hard chair was recomfortness

3. Write a sentence using the suffix er and an abbreviation.

4. Add s, ed, and ing to the word in ( ). Write the answers below. ( jog )

5. Correct the spelling on the words below.
   softnes ________   merrily _________    softtest ________
avery walkt slowlee quietlee down the hall way she put her hand on the door nob and carefully turned it the door creaked as she pusht it open time to get up she yelled at her sister

Write a paragraph about what you like to do at recess.